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KEY MARKET INDICATORS
Interest rate movements are normally the key to
understanding where the property market is heading
in the short term. But these are not normal times. To
read the current property market is to accept normally
quoted market indicators such as interest rates, auction
clearance rates and home loan applications lack
precision and broader perspective.
The media is littered with commentators and analysts
that are mostly credible, well researched and emphatic,
each one convinced that their forecast of the housing
market is the correct one.

The only challenge being, many of these analysts often
contradict each other, leaving most of us confused.
The reason these analyst’s competing views are
so compelling is it’s conceivable either the market
pessimist or optimists view could turn out to be correct.
Upswing or sugar hit - The current market could be
described as a tug of war between positive and negative
market forces. Finding a forecast that is balanced is
rare, so it can pay to be your own analyst. Forming an
opinion too quickly can create a misread. This is why
the current market rally (since the Federal Election) is
so hard to quantify between a ‘sustainable upswing’ or
a ‘sugar hit’.
Employment – low interest rates only benefit those
that have a job, a stable one at that. The unemployment
rate is creeping up, underemployment is well above
what is deemed healthy and further weakness is on
the horizon. Employment trumps interest rates as a
key market indicator. To prove the point, take a look
at Perth/WA. Record low interest rates have had next
to no impact on the housing market as prices have
fallen for over 6 years whilst unemployment remains
stubbornly high, well above 6%.
The Government promised job security during the
Federal election and the electorate now needs them
to deliver.
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BUYING BEYOND THE PRESENTATION
Buying emotionally or logically?
Presentation that meets the eye has a major impact on
how buyers “perceive” a property. Being purely objective
and logical is easier said than done when buying a
home. Buyers can mislead themselves if they allow
their immediate emotional reaction to conjure a reflex
response to a property.
In selling school, all sales people are taught that people
buy emotionally and justify logically.
Residential real estate is very emotional. “Home” is
one of the strongest emotional words in the English
language. But what impact does emotion have on us
when evaluating true value? Whilst we all want to have
an emotional connection with the property we buy,
emotion can cause us to overstate and/or understate
the property’s true features.
Presentation largely determines the emotional reaction
buyers will have toward a home. So whether you are
buying or selling, it pays to be aware of the emotional
appeal the property does or does not exude. Sellers
need to ensure they enhance emotional appeal whilst
buyers need to ensure they don’t pay for emotional
appeal that won’t be there on settlement day.
Sometimes the poor presentation of a property will

cause the buyer to believe the property is inferior to
the reality. Alternatively, sometimes the presentation
will glorify the homes features, based on a staged or
manufactured presentation.
Investment properties are often good solid properties
that have had the cosmetic and emotional appeal
diminished. The fundamentals of such properties can
be overlooked as emotional homebuyers view what is in
front of them on that day, rather than what the property
could be with some cosmetic enhancement.
The most poorly presented homes lacking emotional
and cosmetic appeal can often be the best “buys”.
Conversely, buyers should remember that they are
not buying the artwork or furniture when they inspect
a home. Ask yourself, how will the home present when
the designer furniture is removed? How would the home
present with your furniture in it? Is the actual home
appealing to you or is it the presentation of the home?
Many people hire storage units to de-clutter when
selling. So whilst this creates a wonderful presentation
on inspection day, how practical is the home?
The more you inspect a home, the more you will see it
for what it really is – good, bad or indifferent.

Presentation largely determines the emotional reaction buyers will have toward a home.
It pays to be aware of the emotional appeal the property does or does not exude.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Government intervention – interest rate cuts have
seen the RBA cash rate drop to 1%. That’s four more
rate cuts before they hit zero and need to consider
further stimulatory and/or supporting options for the
economy. In late July, the RBA flagged that they are
willing and able to cut rates below 1%, if necessary.
The RBA has called on the Government to do more
to support the economy and employment – in an
acknowledgement that interest rate cuts alone cannot
do all the heavy lifting.
Globally, governments want inflation and are seemingly
determined to create it. Relative to asset values,
deflation increases debts in real terms and inflation
shrinks debt levels as a percentage of the asset value.
Governments are attempting to inflate their economies
out of trouble to avoid experiencing ‘Japan’s Lost
Decade’. See box on Japan’s experience with deflation.
Up until late 2016, Chinese investment in Australia was
creating all the inflation we needed. As capital controls
in China take hold, the impact is being felt far and wide.

The RBA has called on the Government to do
more to support the economy and employment
for the market though – such as poorly built high rise
apartments in suburbia.
When the U.S and Europe’s housing markets imploded
in 2008, it was caused by the evil twins - excess debt
and nationwide job losses. Most Australians would
acknowledge that our debt levels are alarming. A
resilient economy that has avoided recession for nearly

The Lost Decade

30 years has been a saviour allowing households to
trade out of trouble time and time again.

*The Lost Decade was a period of economic stagnation in
Japan following the Japanese asset price bubble’s collapse
in late 1991 and early 1992.

Global/market event – major market events unofficially
occur every 8 to 10 years. Think the 1987 stock market

Broadly impacting the entire Japanese economy, over the

crash, the 1998 Asian Financial crisis and the 2008

period of 1995 to 2007, GDP fell from $5.33 trillion to $4.36

Global Financial Crisis. As we head toward 2020,

trillion in nominal terms, real wages fell around 5%, while the

markets become more susceptible to a similar event.

country experienced a stagnant price level.

The largest bubbles tend to pop first as happened with

The economic effect of the Lost Decade is widely

corporate debt in 1987, Thailand’s currency in 1998 and

acknowledged and Japanese policymakers continue to

the US mortgage market in 2008.

grapple with its consequences in 2019.
*Source: Wikipedia

There are wheels within wheels when it comes to

Economy – if the economic performance of Australia

predicting the property market. Following auction

stays reasonably healthy, the housing market will avoid

clearance rates (that are fudged by real estate agents)

the savage downturn being spruiked and predicted by

won’t cut it from here. Hopefully our miracle economy

many doomsayers. There could still be pockets of pain

keeps producing more miracles.

HOW’S THE MARKET?
The headwinds and the tailwinds

The property market has enjoyed it’s best few months
since early 2017. Depending on who you ask, the
market momentum is set to increase whilst others see
the challenges quickly bringing the recovery to heel.
One thing is for certain – stock levels will increase
dramatically, from their current record lows, during
spring. The inevitable increase in stock will test the
strength and depth of the market recovery.
Tailwinds - Why the property market will stabilise
and possibly rise!
Rates are at record lows and set to go lower. As the
RBA chases inflation with lower rates, the housing
market (and stock market) will benefit.
Easing credit conditions will see more prospective
buyers qualify for a home loan compared to those
during the downturn. Easier finance approvals suggest
more active buyers in the market.
Investors who were nervous about the potential
abolition of negative gearing and the impact on the
housing market will now look to secure quality property.
The hunt for a return on cash has never been harder.
Whilst residential yields aren’t spectacular, they do beat
bank interest.
The economy performs strongly, which provides home
buyers with confidence to act in the market.
Population growth continues to create both rental
and buyer demand for Sydney property. Continued
population growth with a moderation in the number
of new dwelling approvals would see the oversupply
quickly absorbed and rents rising again.

Headwinds – Why the market will soon be under
pressure and prices could fall
The market is weighed down by household debt levels.
The retail banks and consumer’s confidence or lack
thereof towards even higher debt levels subdues
property sentiment.
Investors shun the market. Rents are falling meaning
weak returns are getting weaker for investors. Even
though cash is not an overly attractive investment
strategy, investors may deem it safer than the property
market.
The State Government fails to provide sufficient support
and protection to apartment buyers. Poorly constructed
apartments are not a new phenomenon. The Opal
Tower was a game changer in that it became a frontpage story with the media now reporting on the issue
of building standards. The State Government needs to
formulate the right response to ensure there is not a
systemic loss of faith in the apartment sector.
The first 7 months of 2019 were as dramatic as you are
ever likely to see for a property market.
We saw two elections (one shock result), two interest
rate cuts, draconian credit restrictions that were
suddenly diluted by APRA overnight and excess stock
levels that quickly evaporated into a record low number
of listings on market. Falling property prices in the first
quarter were somehow rising again by the end of June
and into July.
Understandably buyers and sellers enter the spring
market apprehensive and prepared for anything.
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14 Paul Street
Balmain East
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29 Commercial Road
Lilyfield
$ - Confidential
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15 Justin Street
Lilyfield
$1,415,000
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46 Helena Street
Lilyfield
$ - Confidential
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301 Young Street
Annandale
$1,192,500
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8-14 Church Lane
Mount Wilson
$1,750,000
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35 Maida Street
Lilyfield
$-Confidential
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160B Glebe Point Road
Glebe
$ - Confidential
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12a Jarrett Street
Leichhardt
$-Confidential
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51/788 Bourke Street
Waterloo
$531,000
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42/18 Edgewood Crescent
Cabarita
$ - Confidential
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240/6 Cowper Wharf Road
Woolloomooloo
$1,475,000
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